LISTENING ACTIVITY FOR SOCIAL SCIENCE 1º ESO:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=urr53arh--E

Activity one. Listen and fill in the gaps. ____/6
1.-Continents are large _ _ _ _ _ _ of land on earth.
2.-How many continents are there? There are _ _ _ _ _ continents.
3.-What are their names? Asia; A_ _ _ _ _; North America; _ _ _ _ _ America;
4.-A_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _; Europe and A_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Activity two. Fill in the gaps with the words in the box. ____/6
thirty - populous - Ural mountains – Pacific ocean - sixty - Eurasia - largest
1.-Asia is the __________ continent in the world.
2.-Many people live here. It is the most ____________ continent on Earth. It holds
______ per cent of world population.
3.-Asia covers ________ per cent of the earth landmass.
4.-Asia and Europe form __________
5.-Asia and Europe are divided by _______ ___________.
6.-Asia is surrounded by the ____________, the Indian Ocean and the Arctic ocean.
Activity three. Fill in the gaps with the words in the box. ____/8
Equator -populated - surrounded – second - climate - Indian Ocean –Africa – Read sea
1.-Africa is the _________ largest and the second most __________ continent in the
world.
2.-It is ____________ by the Mediterranean Sea, ______________, the Atlantic
Ocean and the ___________
3.-People say the origin of humanity is found in ___________
4.-Africa is found in the E___________ and it has got many _________ changes.

Activity four. Now listen carefully and fill in the gaps. ____/8
1.-North America is the _________ ____________ continent.
2.-It is surrounded by _______ __________ __________: the Arctic ocean, the
___________ocean, the Pacific ocean and the _____________ ________.
3.-South America is the ________ largest continent and the ________ most populous
4.-continent. It is _____________ by the Pacific Ocean and the _________ ocean.
5.-South America has the _____________ waterfall in the __________.
6.-South America has the largest ________ by volume.
7.-South America has the longest __________ _________ .
Activity five. Listen carefully and fill in the gaps. ____/9
1.- Antarctica is the _______ _________ continent in the world.
2.-It is covered by___________.
3.-It is the ______________, driest and __________ continent.
4.-People consider Antarctica a _________ because it doesn’t rain a lot there.
5.-Only scientists live in ______________.
6.-Temperatures are very l_ _. Many p_ _ _ _ _ _ species live here.
Activity six. Listen again and fill in the gaps. ____/10
Europe is the second ___________ continent. It is the third __________ continent.
It covers ____________ per cent of the world population.
It is surrounded by ________ ___________ __________: Arctic ocean, the Atlantic
ocean, the ______________ _____ and the _______ ______.
Activity seven. Listen once more and fill in the gaps. ____/10
Australia is the __________ continent in the world.
Australia is the biggest _ _ _ _ _ _ (lndasi) in the world .
It is ________________ by oceans.

